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May 23, 2018, Ontario, CA — Nimble, playful, and fluid in form and function, Werksy
re-energizes seating for the modern workplace. Born from a partnership between
smart seating resource OM, a national leader in the mid-market seating category, and
Gecco Vision, helmed by designer Henner Jahns, Werksy is as friendly and resourceful
as its name implies. The Werksy Collection is a visitor's chair for listening and learning,
a hoteling chair for sharing and studying, and a rocking chair for creating and
collaborating.
As the forms of the modern workplace evolve, and demographic and cultural shifts in
the workforce multiply, our needs for sitting, standing, collaborating, and encouraging
productivity adapt in tandem. As a portmanteau of "work" and "easy," Werksy makes
your work experience easier. Featuring a fluid form language and graceful lines,
Werksy delivers ease of motion and undeniable comfort. Guest seating includes a
natural waterfall backrest "ledge" that acts as an easy-access arm rest. The light task
seating or hoteling chair includes a mechanism that enables a simple forward and
backwards tilt for extra comfort. The group-work oriented rocking chair offers a
confident, smooth ride through its forward pause-perch position into a full arc, rocking
back motion to stimulate creative ideas and collaboration. The rocker also offers a
unique height adjustable solution and an auto-return swivel for a complete movement
experience.
Transcending traditional expectations of seating and its relationship to people and
how they work, Werksy re-imagines the modern work environment and re-writes the
rules. Whether you intend to collaborate, create, or contemplate, Werksy enables
your return to the elementals of work.

# # #

OM is a national leader in mid-market seating solutions for small and large businesses,
healthcare environments, educational and governmental institutions, and various organizations.
Founded in 1986 on an egg ranch in San Marcos, CA, OM has grown from a regional provider of
ergonomic task seating into a nationally respected and sought-after source for seating for
anywhere work happens. OM is Smart Seating.
For more information, please contact
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